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We consider a subject’s choices between options in a set, modelled by
a rejection function:

R({ , , , }) = { , } −→ rejected options from the set { , , , }

Essential aspects:
– incomparability: more than one option may remain unrejected.
– binary choice is only a special case: R({ , }) = { }.

Choosing between options

To model a subject’s uncertainty about the unknown value of some
variable X in a set X :

let her choose between rewards that depend on the value of X .

The subject now chooses between uncertain rewards o(X):

option o : X →R (finite set of rewards R)

R({o1(X), . . . ,on(X)}) = ?

Modelling uncertainty

To ensure that there are enough options for the subject to choose
between, we randomise them, so take all their convex mixtures:

let her choose between lotteries that depend on the value of X .

The subject now chooses between horse lotteries H(X):

horse lottery H : X → ∆(R) (set of all mass functions on R)

R({H1(X), . . . ,Hn(X)}) = ?

Horse lotteries as options

Recent work by Van Camp (2017) en De Bock and De Cooman (2018,
2019) has led to general representation and conservative inference
theorems for choice on abstract ordered linear spaces of options.

Why work with general ordered linear option spaces?
– mathematical convenience: linearity less cumbersome than convexity
– modelling indifference: options are affine subspaces
– modelling infinite exchangeability: spaces of Bernstein polynomials
– non-standard orderings: quantum mechanics, . . .

Options in a linear space

Theorem (Representation for coherence). A rejection function on horse
lotteries R∗ is coherent if and only if it is the intersection of some non-empty
collection of coherent binary rejection functions. The largest such collection
is the set of all coherent binary rejection functions that dominate it.

Theorem (M-admissibility). A rejection function on horse lotteries R∗ is total
if and only if it is the intersection of some non-empty collection of total binary
rejection functions. The largest such collection is the set of all total binary
rejection functions that dominate it.

Theorem (E-admissibility). A rejection function on horse lotteries R∗ is mixing
(and Archimedean) if and only if it is the intersection of some non-empty
(closed) collection of mixing (and Archimedean) binary rejection functions.
The largest such collection is the set of all mixing (and Archimedean) binary
rejection functions that dominate it.

Representation theorems

Coherence, totality and mixingness are preserved under taking arbitrary
non-empty intersections.

For each of these notions:
– consistency
– inferential closure
– conservative inference (natural extension)

The binary models serve as the (dually) atomic—complete?—ones:
– intersection of comparable binary models leads to binary models
– intersection of incomparable binary models leads to non-binary models

The representation theorems can be seen as soundness and completeness
results for (semantics of) these logics, defined by the (implicit) inference
rules in the coherence, totality and mixingness definitions.

Inference methods

Abstract options
– an ordered linear space of options V

– the set of all finite option sets Q(V )

– a rejection function R : Q(V )→Q(V ) : A 7→ R(A)

The corresponding set of desirable option sets
K := {A−u : u ∈ R(A∪{u}),u ∈ V ,A ∈Q(V )}

is the set of all option sets B such that 0 is rejected
from B∪{0}.

De Bock and De Cooman (2018, 2019) have proved
many representation and inference results for such K
that are coherent, mixing, total, or Archimedean.

Connection
Consider the linear option space

D := span(H −H ) = {λ (H−G) : λ > 0,H,G ∈H }.

When we begin with an R∗ on H , we let, up to scaling:

KR∗ :=∗ {A∗−H : A∗ ∈Q∗,H ∈H ,H ∈ R∗(A∗∪{H})}.

When we begin with a K on D , we let:

R∗K( /0) := /0 and H ∈ R∗K(A
∗∪{H}) when A∗−H ∈ K,
for all A∗ ∈Q∗ and H ∈H .

Horse lotteries
– the set of all horse lotteries H

– the set of all finite option sets Q∗

A rejection function R∗ : Q∗ → Q∗ : A∗ 7→ R∗(A∗) on
horse lotteries is called total if it is coherent and also
satisfies

R∗T. H1+H2
2 ∈ R∗({H1, H1+H2

2 ,H2}) for all H1,H2 ∈H such
that H1 6= H2.

It is called mixing if it is coherent and also satisfies

R∗M. if A∗ ⊆ B∗ ⊆ conv(A∗) then R(B∗)∩A∗ ⊆ R(A∗), for
all A∗,B∗ ∈Q∗.

How to connect the two?

Theorem (Isomorphism). Consider any coherent re-
jection function R∗ on H and any coherent set of de-
sirable option sets K on D . Then K = KR∗⇔ R∗ = R∗K.

Theorem (Preservation of properties). Let K be any
set of desirable option sets on D , and let R∗ be any
rejection function on H .

(i) if K is coherent, then so is R∗K; and if R∗ is coher-
ent, then so is KR∗;

(ii) if K is total, then so is R∗K; and if R∗ is total, then
so is KR∗;

(iii) if K is mixing, then so is R∗K; and if R∗ is mixing,
then so is KR∗.

Theorem (Preservation of infima). (i) Let Ki, i∈ I be
an arbitrary non-empty family of sets of desirable
option sets on D , and let K :=

⋂
i∈I Ki be its inter-

section. Then R∗K =
⋂

i∈I R∗Ki
.

(ii) Let R∗i , i ∈ I be an arbitrary non-empty family
of coherent rejection functions on H , and let
R∗ :=

⋂
i∈I R∗i be its infimum. Then KR∗ =

⋂
i∈I KR∗i

.

Connection theorems


